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Young People's Symphony Workshop
To Close With Concert At Ochre Court

The Young People's Symphony Orchestra Music Workshop, on the Salve Regina College campus, will close this Thursday (August 31, 1972) with a student and faculty concert. The concert is scheduled for 2:00 p.m., in the Great Hall at Ochre Court.

For the past two weeks, 18 members of the Young People's Symphony, have been attending daily classes in the creative arts building, Mercy Hall. Mornings have been devoted to instrumental work; afternoons to classes in theory.

"As it happens, this year, all of our students are part of the orchestra," said Joseph R. Conte, Music Workshop Director. "Just a few are my private students -- the rest study regularly with other musicians. We promoted the workshop as open to all and hope that other youthful musicians from throughout the State will join with us next year."

Director Conte would like to have special sessions for beginners in 1973, as he feels that this would encourage more young people to take up the study of good music.

"And it isn't all study," Director Conte continued. "We go to the beach, play tennis on the College courts and visit historical points of interest, as part of the overall program."

Program for Thursday's concert follows. It is open to the public, at no charge.
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I. Ensemble
Serenade for String Orchestra - Leyden
Violins: Greg Arzoomanian, Lesley Barbaro, Nathan Bixby,
Jimmy Hackett, Michael Koshgarian, Lynne Picard,
Grace Shiragian, Betty Tanzi.
Viola: Debbie Vendetuolo
Bass: Stephen Cole

II. Concerto for 3 Violins - Viraldi
Allegro
Violins: Lisa Scorgie, Diane Orson, David Lelli
Bass: Stephen Cole
Piano: Philip Faraone

III. Suite in d minor - Louis-Antoine Dornel
Violin: Diane Orson
Cboe: Eeth Orson
Bass: Stephen Cole
Piano: Philip Faraone

IV. Concerto for Cboe - Sammartini
Eeth Orson - oboe soloist

V. Sonata in d minor (1971) - P. Rosenbloom
Violin: Joseph R. Conte, Jr.
Piano: Paul Rosenbloom

VI. String Quartet in g minor, Cp. 74, No. 3 - Hayden
Violins: Joseph R. Conte, Jr., Joseph Conte
Viola: Frank Grimes
Cello: Otto Van Koppenhagen
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